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CEO Message
Kia ora and greetings!
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We are still having some new and
wonderful changes taking place here
at the centre. Some of the changes we
have been instrumental in bringing
about, others have been required of us
from the Government through our
contract with MSD and a combination
of things that have come from clients,
stakeholders and others.
The first of these changes is that we
have two new co-opted members on
our board. We have Francis Lo who
used to be on the board some years
ago coming back to share his financial
knowledge with us. Francis is a
Management Accountant at Whitireia
Polytec and used to work at
Presbyterian Support Central. The
other new board member is Angela
Crawford who used to be the CEO of
Q-unique services for many years and
has a wealth of experience with
disability services and provision here
in the Hutt Valley.
We also have another change at our
reception desk with Norah leaving us
and she has been replaced by Sharika
Silan who has been with us for a week
learning the ropes with the handover
by Norah.

Please note our centre
is closed on
Anzac Day.
Monday, 25 April.

One of the most important change that
we need to let you all know about is
the one concerning our contract with
MSD.
The Government wants all
service providers (us) to change the
way that we have traditionally
delivered services and at the heart of
these changes is putting the individual
(client) at the centre of everything. So
that it is the client who tells us what
they want to do and we work with them

to manage the “how we are going to do
it together” and how our services can
make the shift from centre or facility
based
to
more
individualised
community focused options. Once this
is bedded down and we understand
how this will work for us and our
clients, we will be holding a family/
whānau meeting to explain in more
depth what this will mean.
The
Government are basing their changes
on the trials that have been going on in
both Christchurch and the Waikato
around Enabling Good Lives where
the client is the person who directs
what and who the services and service
providers will be for them.
ANZAC day is nearly upon us – doesn’t
seem that long ago that we had to eat
our way through all those Easter Eggs
(oh what a hardship that was!!).
Clients are still enjoying the exposure
they are having to all our new
workshops especially the literacy and
numeracy with Literacy Aotearoa, the
social media classes with Davie, their
own meetings each Monday being
facilitated by Denver and the social
enterprise and art collective work that
Fiona Love is involved with.
We have embarked on a new
fundraising exercise by selling the
Entertainment Book – there is a
separate flyer explaining this but if you
would like a book ($60) then please let
Sharika, Vinitha or me know. Until next
time enjoy the cooler weather and
embrace change.
Nga mihi
Susan Gray

Disability Strategy Review
The Office for Disability
Issues has begun consultation on the review of the NZ
Disability Strategy. Anyone
can attend a workshop and
some HVDRT clients will be

going to Te Papa on 11th May with
Denver Gunn to participate in the
Wellington workshop and we are also
considering hosting our own conversation around this strategy. If you are
interested in this please contact us

and let us know.
You can find out all about the review
and the options for getting involved at:
http://jointheconversation.nz/
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Pancake Making Helps with Learning!

Students from our Literacy and
Numeracy class recently took to
the kitchen to put some skills
they had been learning, into
practice. A session cooking

pancakes was an opportunity to
build on numeracy and literacy
skills such as measuring,
following a written recipe and
comprehension. Other valuable

Kereru House
Social Community Hub
Don’t forget to bring along your
own materials for a craft project
you’d like to make, or perhaps
one of your favourite hobbies to
do
over
at
Kereru
House! Kereru House (we used
to call it ‘The Annex’) is open at
the back of the HVDRT Centre
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays
and is a place where clients can
spend time on recreational
activities of their choice, meet
new friends, have shared
interests and be inspired to try
new experiences. Some of the
activities that have been taken
up already are ‘Stitch and
Weave’ which has so far
included clients teaching and
learning together with flax and
wool, ‘Adult Colouring’ , a
‘Jigsaw Room’ and it would be
great to have more!

We also envisage the space as
a safe place where members of
the public can interact in an
activity of shared interest and
we’d like to see other skills and
ideas being passed on. As
some of our clients enjoy
regularly
participating
with
others in activities at the Moera
Community
House
(for
example) we hope to create a
warm
and
welcoming
Community Hub that we can all
feel proud to invite them (and
others) back to as well….

Watch this
space!

skills
practised
included
organisation,
safety
and
teamwork.
Afterwards the
reward was getting to eat the
delicious pancakes!
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Our Contractors and Facilitators at HVDRT

Ryan Maddock

Davie Trotter

Denver Gunn

Ukulele

Social Media

Client Meetings Facilitator

Instruments played : Guitar,
Ukulele, Bass Guitar, Recorder.

Davie has worked as a relief teach
at Naenae College teaching the
introduction of NZQA standards
and
work
with
technology,
computers
and
automotive
engineering.

I am passionate about health and
wellbeing, helping others and
maintaining a balance with mental
health. I am currently the co vice
chairman of Oasis Network Inc. I
am grateful for the opportunity to
work with HVDRT facilitating the
members meetings. My hobbies
include mountain biking, fishing
and art.

Education:
BA
majoring
in
Psychology and Criminology from
Victoria University 2011
I have been playing guitar for 20
years. In that time I have been in
many bands of different styles
from metal, to rock, to original
creations. In these bands I played
on stage a few times in bars, at
events, and a few 21sts.
I initially started teaching by
working for someone else in 2010.
Eventually I felt I had outgrown
the organization and could
improve the services offered. I
then started my own private tuition
in 2011.
From starting with a handful of
students I developed a good
reputation and was introduced to
Boulcott School’s principal to
begin working as a guitar teacher
for the students there. The next
year I gained 2 more schools at
Belmont and Korokoro. In these
schools I teach students to pick,
strum, and regularly perform in
school assembly.
Now I have entirely filled up my
teaching times afterschool as well
as many days during the week. I
teach ages 5 through 70 and help
individuals achieve their ideals for
learning
guitar
and
create
customized lesson schedules for
each.

He has worked outside the
education system as a PC tutor
and consultant, a projects manager
and technical support. He is very
experienced in operation of most of
the software out in the market and
through
his
engineering
background is a wiz at the
hardware of computers.
Davie also has an artistic side to
him and was involved with the Arts
Foundation in Wellington for some
time and also is very interested in
the local arts scene.
He has said that working with the
clients at HVDRT has given him a
new lease on life because of the
enthusiasm our clients have for
learning and the joy they get when
they are able to master a new skill
on the computer.

Fiona Love
Artist Collective
Enterprise

&

We are talking to Davie about
extending his work with us to cover
some action around gaming with
our clients so watch this space for
developments in this field.

Paul Verrall
Tai Chi & Self Defence

Social
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Artist Collective at HVDRT
Artist Collective is a collective of
artists that wish to work on
individual
or
collaborative
projects / works in a fun, equal
and accessible studio.

on recycled surfaces in either
collective or standalone projects
be they, drawings, paintings,
3D, hard or soft materials and
upcycling.

The concept is to think on a
possible
idea
and
share
knowledge on the technical
requirements in a place where
diversity is openly encouraged.

All artists to bring a positive
attitude, an A3 visual diary and
drawing pencils to jot down
ideas.

The class will predominantly work

you may wish to use.
If you are unsure of what you
would like to create then just
pop in Monday afternoon and
have a chat with the group.

A Koha is all we ask in return
for anything in the Art Space

Social Media, IT and the Digital Age
The
classes
will
involve
exploring
the
personal
computer, connecting to the
internet, looking at how Intranet
and Internet works and setting
up an online profile.
The
emphasis will be on staying
safe on social media websites,
learning good strong passwords
as well as watching out for
suspicious emails.
Digital photography will also be
touched on.
Learn the
difference between effects and
how to publish online and share
photos with friends.
Last but not least, learn how to
do online applications including
applying
for online bank

Creative with Beads
Sally Barker is very talented when
it comes to designing and making
jewellery. What started off as a
way to raise money for an overseas trip two years ago has become a real hobby, and she still
has customers buying her colourful handmade necklaces and
bracelets. Her jewellery is very
affordable and makes lovely gifts
– Sally says she likes others to
get enjoyment from her work and
its good because the funds enable her to buy more materials. At
the moment Sally mainly does her
craft at home but has plans to

bring her ideas to the centre, so
that others can see how it’s
done and possibly get creative
with beads too. So if anyone
would like to know more or
have a look at some of Sally’s
jewellery,
please
let
her
know….

accounts,
payments
orders.

set up automatic
and place online

